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SUMMARY 
1 -  

Force and moment chasacteristics of 
of very low aspect ratio (1 and less ) 
nmbers of 1.97 and 3.33. The 
for  Mach  number 1.97 and from 
Reynolds nunher was about h 

The results of this investigation  indicate that there are distjlict 
aerodynamic advantages t o  the use of highly swept w i n g s  of very low 
aspect  ratio. Some of these advastages are high lift effectiveness, 
cornpazed t o  that of wingless missf ies ,  and Uttle drag penalty FTith 
shapes that appear to be beneficial.  for  decreesing aerodynamic heating. 
These low-aspect-ratio  configurations exhibit s m a l l  center-of-pressure 
shifts and small rol l ing m m e n t s  w i t h  changes fn angle of attack and 
Mach number; therefore,   stabil i ty and control problems are siqlffied. 

Comparisons of theoretical. and experimental force and moment 
characteristics indicate that existin@; King-body interference  theory 
i s  not  generally  adequate for missile configurations  eruplom wings of 
very low aspect r a t i o .  

Results of development tests and studies made by varfous aircraft 
companies have shown that f o r  certa,in  applications, missiles employing 
Kfngs of very low aspect ratio have excellent aerodynamic chmacteris-  
t i c s .  In  other  studies  attention has been focused on the possible  use 
of wings of very low aspect  ratio by questianing the desirabUAty and 
need f o r  wings of large span. There axe, however, many gaps in OUT 
knowledge concerning the aerodynamics of missiles having wings of very 
l o w  aspect  ratio. To help proviae some of the required  information, an 
experimental  investigation of the aeroaynamic chazacteristics of a 
family of miasi le- l ike configurations has been made. A brief discussion 
of the results of this investigation wa8 presented in reference 1. The - 
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principal pwpose of the  present  report is to supplenent reference 1 with 
a discussion of much of  the  data  previously  omitted. An additional purpose 
is  to  assess  the  adequacy of existing wing-body interference  theory (eee, 
e.g.,  ref. 2) f o r  w e  in  estimating  the  aerodynamic  characteristics of " 
aircraft  having w h g s  of very low aspect ratio. 

A body base area, A d2 
\ '4 

AP plan-form area (includfng that  of body) 

*W exposed wing area of two panels 

AR aspect  ratio, (b - d)2 
Aw 

b w i n g  span, b d y  included 

bT tail spas, body included 

CD 
lift coefficient  based on body base  area, - rift 

CL 
%A 

CL lift coefficient  based on total plan-form area, lift 
QP 

lift  coefficient CCP body  based on bcdy plan-f o m  area, - lift 
%AP 

Crn pitching-rnoment  coefficient  about statim 4d ahead  of body base 

Cn yming-moment coefficient about statfon k ahead of body base 

(see fig. l(e)), yawing moment 
%Ad 

CY side-force coefficient, side  force 
%A 

Cr root chord at  wing-body juncture 

d body base diameter 
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fn fineness  ratio of body nose, -& 
2 body  length 

1.e. leading edge 

d 

- 

2n body nose length (Bee fig. l(a) ) 

M, free-stream Mach number 

9, free-stream dynaxnic pressure 

R Reynolds rimer based on body length 

r local bady radius 

x,y,z Cmtesian coordinates as shown in figure  l(e) 
- 
X cantroid of plan-form area  measured  from t i p  of body  nose 

xP 
U angle of attack  measured between body ax is  and  free-stream 

center of pressure  measured  from  tip of b d y  pose 

. 
direction  (see fig. l(e)) 

c E wing semiapex angle 

cp angle of bank &out x axis (see fig. l(e)) 

APPARATUS AND 

The  experimental  investigation was  conducted in the  Ames 1- by 3-foot 
supersonic wind tunnels no. 1 and no. 2. Tunnel no. 1 is a closed-circuit, 
continuous-operation  type and is  equipped  with a flexible-plate nozzle that 
provides a vaxiaticm of Mach number  from 1.4 to 4.0. The  Reynolds  number 
is changed by varying the total pressure within the  approximate limits of 
1/5 of an atmosphere  to 4 atmospheres.  Tunnel no. 2 is a nometurn, 
intermittent-operation  type and is also equipped  with a flexible-plate 
nozzle  that provides a miation of Mach rider from about 1.4 to 3.8. 
A i r  far  this  tunnel is obtained from the Ames U-foot wind tunnel at a 
pressure of about 6 atmospheres and is expanded through the nozzle to the 
atmosphere. Changes in  Reynolds  number are obtained by varying the total 
pressure. 

* 
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The water  content of the a i r  in both the 1- by 3-foot wind tuanele 
is maintained a t  less than 0.0003 pound of water per pound  of dry air. 
Consequently, the  effect of humidity on the flow is negligible. 

. 
Models 

The models studied are shown in   f igure 1. Both crucif 0rm and monowing 
arrangements were tested. The basic body (B1) had a total   f ineness  ratio 
of 10, being composed  of a fineness-ratio-3  tangent-ogive nose and a cylin- 
drical  afterbody. I n  some instances,  the models  were a l s o  tested with an 
approximate Newtonian minimum-drag nose of fineness r a t io  5 ,  resulting i n  
a body (B2) of to ta l   f ineness   ra t io  of 12. I n  figure l(a>, body Bl is 
shown w i t h  triangular wings and a tai l  (T) which could be used for  control. 
Five  triangular wings having aspect ratios from 3/32 t o  1 were used. These 
wings ase  identified in figure l ( a )  by W1, W2, W,, W4, and W,. The wing 
sections were f l a t  plates with leading and trailing edges generally beveled 
t o  small radii. In some cases, the leading edges were rounded with rela- 
t ively  large radii. (See sketches of leading edges in f i g .  l ( a ) . )  In 
figure l ( b ) ,  body B1 is shown with curved leading-edge wings, we, W7, 
and Ws. The exposed plan-form areas of these w i n g s  and wing W3 are all 
equal. These  wings  were also constructed with beveled  leading and t ra i l ing  
edges. C a n a r d  surfaces which were mounted on the nose of body B1 f o r  
certain t e s t s  are  shown in figure l ( c ) .  These swf'aces, Which are of tri- 
angular plan form with semiapex angles of 14O, are of two sizes. With the 
smaller surfaces  attached, the body is identlfied by B s ,  and with the 
larger  surfaces  attached,  the body is identified by B a .  

L 

All models were constructed of s t e e l  and  were s t ing supported from 
the  rear. A photograph of a typical madel (BIWiT) mounted in the wind 
tunnel is sham i n  Tigure l ( d > .  

Force tests.- Force data w e r e  obtained in tunnel no. 2 f o r  the 
models a t  free-stream Mach  numbers of 1.97 and 3.33. &e Reynolds num- 
ber, which was maintained  constant f o r  all testa,  w-as about g x l P  based 
on the length af the  basic body B1. The angle-of-attack range wa8 fram 
0' to  17O for Mach number 1.97 and from Oo t o  30° for Mach number 3.33. 

At various angles of attack, measurements of lift, drag, pitching 
moment, and rolling moment were taken. For certain model configurations 
side-force and yawing-moment measurements  were also obtained at angles 
of bank of 22.5O and 45O. Base pressures f r o m  eight orifices evenly 
spaced around the  inside of the base  periphery were photographicaYy 
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recorded from a multiple-tube  manometer  system.  The  repeatability  of 
force  and  pressure  measurements w a s  checked by making reruns  for  several 
cbnfigurations. 

Vapor-screen  tests.- To make  vortices  shed  from models visible, use 
has been  made of a technique  which has been  termed  the  "vapor-screen*' 
method (ref.3). With  this  technique,  vortices  which  are  shed frm incUned 
models  axe  made  visible  at  various  longitudinal  positions  by  the intro- 
duction  of  water  vapor into the tunnel air stream. This water vawr con- 
denses  in  the  wind-tunnel  test  section  to  produce a fine  fog. A narrow 
sheet of bright  light,  produced  by  high-intensity  mercury-vapor lamps, is 
projected though the  tunnel window in a plane  essentially  perpendicular to 
the  tunnel  axis. Thfs plane of light appearrs  as a uniformly lighted  screen 
of fog  particles  in  the  absence  of a model.  However, w i t h  a model in the 
stream,  the  flow  about  the  model  affects  the  light  scattered by the water 
particles,  and  vortices shed. from  the  model  are  visible as dark spot=. 

Vapor-screen  tests  were  made  in  tunnel no. 1 for  various  models  at 
Mach  number 3.33. With  the  models  at  several  angles of attack,  the 
vortex  patterns  were  photographed  with a camera mounted  inside  the wind 
tunnel  about 8 inches  downs-tream from the  base of the  models. 

China-clay  tests.-  Another  method of f l o w  visualizatlan used m8 
the  "&ha-clay'*  technique (ref.4) for  locating  separation and vortex 
traces on the  models. For these  tests,  the  models  were  first  given a 
white  appeaxance  by  being spray& with a mixture of china clay and lacquer 
thinner. Then a wetting  agent,  eugenol, uae sprayed on to  give a black 
appearance  which  changes to white as the  eugenol  dzies.  The  presence of 
separation and vortices  is  determined as black  areas on the  model. A J l  
china-clay  tests  were  made in tunnel no. 1 at  Mach n M e r  3.33. China-clay 
photographs of the  models  tested  at 15' angle of attack  are  presented in 
this  report. 

A l l  of  the  force and moment data have  been  reduced  to  coefficient f o m  
and are referred  to  the  coordinate  system shown in figure l(e). The  base 
drag was computed using the  average  base  pressure and w&8 subtracted  from 
the  total  axial-force  measurement, EO that  the data presented  are  for 
forces  ahead of the body base. 

The  accuracy of the  final  data  is  affected by uncertainties in the 
measurement of the  forces  and  moments, mx3 in the detednation of the 
stream  static  and  dynamic  pressures  used in reducing  the  forces  and  moments 
to  coefficient form. These  individual  uncertainties led to estimated 
uncertainties in the  various  force and moment  coefficfents  which  are  listed 
in the f ollouing table: 

w. 
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Coefficient  UncertaFnty 

CL fO. 08 
c, rt.02 
Cm rt. 25 
XP/d * .OB ' 

c, -+. 08 
Cn f.25 

C t  2.002 
The  values of angle of attack are estimated  to  be  accurate  to  within 

3Xl .lo. The  variation  of  the  free-stream Mach nmber in  the  region of the 
test  models was less  than k O . 0 1  at Mach number 1.97 and  less  than 50.04 
at  Mach  number 3.33. 

This  section af the report is divided in to  three  parts:  experimental 
force  and  moment  characteristics,  conparisons of' theory and experiment, 
and  results of v i s u a l  flow studies.  The  experimental  aerodynamic char- 
acteristics  are  presented in figures 2 through 14; comparisms of theory 
and  experiment  are  presented in figures 15 and 16; and  pictures of the 
flow  over  the  models , w e  shown in figures 17 and 18. 

Experimental  Force and Moment  Characteristics 

c 

Effect of aspect  ratio and wing area.- The  effects of' siMultanems 
change in aspect  ratio  and King area on the  lift, drag, pitching  moment, 
and center of pressure of the  missiles having triangular cruciform wing6 

are  presented  in  figures 2 and 3 f o r  Mach  numbers 1.97 and 3.33.  For 
these  configurations  the wing root  chord  is  constant;  hence  increases Fn 
wing aspect  ratio  result in increases fn- plan-form  area. The reader is 
reminded  that  the  coefficients  are  based on body  dimensions,  which  remain 
fixed  regardless  of wing plan form. In view of this  fact,  it  is  not BUT- 
prising  that  the  lift  coefficient of the  miasiles  increaees  at all angles 
of attack  wlth  increase in wing aspect  ratio.  (See  figs.  2(a)  and  3(a).) 
The  quest.ion  arises,  then, of whether or not the Lift effectiveness, or 
l i f t  per  unit  plan-form  area, also increases  with  the  addition of s m a l l  
wings  to a body. I n  figure 13, lift  coefficient8  based oi total  miseile 
plan-form mea including  that of the  body  rather than on body cross- 
sectional mea (as in figs. 2 and 3 )  m e  presented as a function of angle 
of  attack. For clmity, the experimental data points  have  been  omitted. 
The  ratio of the  lift  coefficient of each  missile  to  that of the b d y  (B1) 
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is a l s o  presented  as a Function of angle of attack for both Mach nufbers 
1.97 and 3.33. Even  the  smallest wing (aspect  ratio 3/32) increases  the 
lift  effectiveness  appreciably  over  that  for  the body. At Mach number 
1.97 the  addition of the  smallest wing (W,) to the  body (BI) results Fn 
increases in lift  effectiveness of greater  than 40 percent  throughout  the 
entire  angle-of-attack  range. From the  plots in figure 13, it  is  clear 
that  the  effectiveness of winged cmpazed to  wingless  missiles  increases 
rapidly  with  decrease in angle of attack in the lower  angle-of-attack 
range  (below  about 80). The p lo ts  also illustrate  the geater effective- 
ness of winged, missiles at Mach number 1.97 than  at  Mach number 3.33, 
However, wen at Mach number 3.33 and  high  angles of attack, the  lift 
effectivenese  is  greater  for  the winged than  the  wingless  missiles, 

Although  there  is  the  advantage of fncreased  lift  effectiveness  with 
increased wing aspect  ratio and area,  there  are  certain  disadvantages 
which,  of  course,  should  be  cansidered. mere may be  structural,  weight, 
handling, and packaging  disadvantages  which  could  greatly  diminish  the 
advantage of Increased  lift  effectiveness. In addition,  there m e  heat- 
and other  aerodynamic  problems  which  are qgravated by an  increase in wing 
area. One  aerodynamic  disadvantage,  readily  apparent  from  the  data of this 
report,  is  the  Increase  in minimum drag accompanying  the  increased  lift 
effectiveness.  The  zero-lift drag of  the  missile having the King of aspect 
ratio 1 (B1W5) is  about  twice  that  for  the  missile havhg the  smallest wing 
(BIW1) or the  missile  having no w i n g  (B1) (figs.  2(b) and 3(b) ). This is 
due  primarily  to  the  increase in skin-friction drag resulting frm greater 
surface  area  for  the  missile  with  the  higher  aspect  ratio wing. 

The  effect of changes in aspect  ratio  and  area on the  pitching  moment 
and  center  of  pressure is 8hoWn in figures 2(c>, 2(d), 3(c), and 3(d). 
The  center  of  pressure  for  the body (Bl) starts near the  centroid of the 
nose  at  zero  angle of attack and then moves  rearward  toward  the  centroid 
of the  complete  body (x = 5.47d) as the  angle of attack  is  increas'ed. 
Adding even  the  smallest w i n g  results  in 8 rearward  shift  of  the  center 
of pressure  at a. l l  angles of attack. It is a l s o  apparent  that  the  addi- 
tion  of wings of low  aspect  ratio  results in smaller. center-of-pressure 
shifts  than  those of the b d y  alone. O f  pazticulaz mortance is the 
finding  that  the  use of a trlng of relatively low aspect  ratio (of the order 
of  only 3 /8 )  results in practically no movement in center of pressure  with 
angle of attack. Fmm a camgarison of figures 2(d)  and  3(d), it can  be 
seen  that  the  center of pressure  for  the  missile (BIWs) having the wing of 
aspect  ratio 3/8 also moves  very  little  with  Mach  nmnber.  For  this 
missile,  the  total  center-of-pressure  travel  with  the changes made in Mach 
nuuiber and angle of attack was less  than  about  O.3d.  The s a  center-&- 
pressure  shifts  associated  with  these  configurations  simplify  the  problems 
of. stability  and  control. 

Effect of V a r i a t i o n s  fn wing plan-f o m  shape. - The effect of some 
variations in wing plan-form  shape an the  aerodynamic  characteristics of 
missiles having low-aspect-ratio wings also has been,studied.  Tests  have 
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been  made of' configurations (BlWs, B1W7, and BlW8 ) whose  wings  are  equal 
in area  to  the  triangular wing of aspect  ratio 3 /8 ,  although  the  leading 
edges  are  curved  in plan form  rather t h  straight.  (See  fig. l (b) . )  
Aerodynamic  characteristics for these  missiles  are  compared in figures 4 
and 5 with  those  previously  presented f o r  the  missile (BlWa) employing 
the  triangular w i n g  of aspect  ratio 3/8. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  for  Mach  nmiber 1.97 there m e  impor- 
tant  differences  in  lift  between  the  various  colzfigurations  (fig. 4(a)). 
These  differences  are in qualitative  agreement with slender-body  theory 
which  predicts an increase in lift-curve  slope  with  increase in span.  The 
greatest  lift  at all angles of attack was developed by the  miss3J-e having 
the  concave  leading-edge w i n g  and  the  greatest  span (BlW7). The  least  lift 
was developed by the  miseile  with  the  wing  extending all the way to  the  bow 
of  the  nose  and  having  the  least span (BIW,). For a given  value of lift 
coefficient,  the  missile  with  the w i n g  extending  to  the  bow of the  body 
(BLWB) a lso  had the  most drag, whereas  the missile with the concave 
leading-edge  wing (B1W7) had  the  least  (fig. 4(b)). The lift and drag 
advantages  of  missile  conftguration B1W7 over  the  other  configurations, 
although of importance  at  Mach  number 1.97, almost  disappear  at  Mach 
number 3.33.  (Ccmrpaxe figs. 4(a) and 4(b) with 5(a) and 5(b).) - 

Possibly of greater  importance  than  the  lift  and d r a g  differences 
between  these  missiles  are  the  pitching-mameit and center-&-pressure dlf- 
ferences.  (See  figs. 4(c), &(a), 5(c), and 5(d).) The missile  with  the - 
wing  extended  to  the  tip of the  nose (B1W8) has the  greatest  center-of- 
pressure  travel  with  angle of attack. For all of these  configurations, 
as  the  centroid of plan-form  area  is  shifted  rearwaxd,  the  center-&- 
pressure  position  is also shifted  rearward,  the  variation  being  almost 
linear  at  both Mach numbers. This is,  perhaps,  best  illustrated in figure 
14, where  center-of-pressure  positions  at  verrious angles of  attack  are 
plotted as a function.of  centroid-of plG~-fom.area. The.center-of- 
pressure  travel  with  angle  of  attack  generally  decreases aa the missile 
centroid  is  moved  aft.  The  travel is least  for  the  missile with the  con- 
cave  leading-edge wing (BlW7). However,  even though the  center-of-pressure 
movement  with  angle  of  attack is le@st fm.mA&eCLe BlW7 at  each  Mach num- 
ber,  it  is  not  the  smallest  with  change in Mach  number.  W$th  both  change 
in  Mach  number  and  angle af attack  considered,  the  center-of-ppessure 
travel for the  missile  with  the  straight  leading-edge  wing (BIWa) is  the 
smalle s t . 

- . . " 

.. . .  . - , .. . . . . -. . .. . 

Effects of change of body nose and  wing-bluntness.-  The  effects of 
changes  in body no*  shape a d  wing leading-edge  bluntness on the  aerody- 
namic  characteristics of missiles  are  important  to  the  designer considering 
performance.  Since  a.&ge  portion of the drag c9 missiles employing low- 
aspect-ratio wings can be attributed to the body nose,  the  choice of nose 
shape  and  fineness-ratio is important. It is w e l l .  lmown that  nose  pressure 
drag c8n be reduced by -increasing nose f ineness ratio or , for a f b e d  fine- c 

ness  ratio, by using a shape contoured  to  give  theoretical. miminum drag. 
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(See,  e.g., ref. 5.)  The effect  of clxmging the nose of two missiles, one 
having a wing of aspect  ratio 1 and the other 89 aspect  ratio of 3/8, is  
shown in figures 6 and 7. The data in figure 6 me f o r  a Mach  nmnber  of 
1.9TY and the data Fn figure 7 are f o r  a Wch number of 3.33. Changing 
the nose from a tangent  ogive of fineness  ratio 3 t o  a Newtonian minimum- 
drag shape of flneness ra t io  5 results fn an appreciable decrease Fn min- 
imum drag wlth little change in center-&-pressure  position  relative  to 
the body base. 

The effect  of changing from a wing section with a re lat ively sharp 
leading edge t o  a section having a blunt (rounded) leading edge was n e a t -  
gible, even for  the missile having the w i n g  of least sweep (W5). This is 
seen in  figure 6 ,  where the results f o r  the monaKfn@; configuration B l W a  
with the sharp lead%-edge wing are compared with those  for themonowing 
configuration B r W 5 ~  with the rounded leding-edge wing. These results, 
together with unpublished data at M = 3y indicate that large drag 
penalties will not be incurred  by blunting the leading edges of these 
highly swept wings t o  alleviate aerodynamic heating. 

Effects of canard and tau surfaces.- The effects of undeflected 
canard and tail surfaces on the aerodynamic characteristics of the  missile 
(BIWa) with the wing of aspect  ratio 3/8, are presented in  f€gures 8 and 9. 
A s  expected, the lift and drag coefficients for this missile are not  sig- 
nificantly  af'fected by the addition of smal l  canard or tai l-control sur- 
faces. The already smal l  center-of-pressme shZft associated with conflg- 
uration B1W3 is  even further reduced  by the addition of the s m a l l  canard 
surfaces. This result is in agreement with the finding of the Douglas 
A i r c r a f t  C o m p a n y  (ref.  6 )  as concern the use of smal l  fixed  surfaces  for- 
ward of the w i n g  t o  reduce center-of-pressure travel. The effectiveness 
of the t a i l  surfaces in controlling the missile is discussed i n  referencel.  

Effect of angle of bank.- The effect of angle of bank on the aerody- 
namic characteristics of various  cruciform and monowing configurations a t  
Mach number 3.33 is i l lus t ra ted  in figures 10, ll, and 12. D a t a  are pre- 
sented f o r  bank angles of 22.50 f o r  cruciform and 4 p  f o r  monawFng m o d e l s ,  
since maximum ro-g m e n t s  occur close  to  these angles. For E L L  con- 
f iguratians having cruciform wings there are only s m a l l  changes in lift, 
pitch5ng moment, and center of pressure with changes in  bank angle. 
Slender-body theory  predicts no varFatian of these quantities with bank 
angle. As expected, the side forces and ya,wi.ng moments due "0 r o l l  a re  
greater  for the missile having the w i n g  of aspect  ratio 1 (BlWs) than f o r  
the missiles having the smaller  wing of aspect   ra t io  3/8 (BlW3 and &If3'). 

Cmparisons  are made in fi-e ll between the cruciform  configuration 
BlW3 and the monowing confLguration BIW&, both of w h i c h  have wings of 
aspect r a t io  3/8. Since a t  zero bank the only  difference between the 
characteristics for the cruciform arrd monowing mrmgenents is in drag, 
and the Cp = 0 drag results  are  not available f o r  BIW&f, none of the 
zero-bank results f o r  BIWa aze presented in figure IJ" For the 
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missiles In roll, sma l l  reductions in lift  result  with  the  use of the 
cruciform  arrangement,  whereas  large  reductions  -result  with  the monowing. 
The  effect of roll on  the  longitudinal  center-of-pressure  travel is neg- 
ligible for the  cruciform but fairly large  for  the monowing arrangement 
(fig.  ll(d)).  (The  curve for (B = 0' applies  to  both  the monowing and 
cruciform  configurations.)  The porward center-&-pressure  travel  with 
bank  of  the monowing configuration must result  from loss of w i n g  lift 
sfnce  the lift over  the 'nose is  unaffected by banking  the  model.  Because 
of the  increased  projected  surface mea in the  pitch  plane,  the  crucFform 
missile develops  greater  side  forces  than  the monowing (fig.  ll(e)).  The 
zero  slope  at a = 0 of the  side-force curve for  the monowing is in accord 
with  slender-body  theory. 

In figure 12 the  effect of various wing and nose wangements on ro l l -  
ing moments  is  illustrated.  Rolling-moment  coefficients, based on exposed 
wing area of two  panels  and  total  span,  are  plotted as EL function of angle 
of  attack. As previously  mentioned,  the  data  were  taken  for  roll  angles 
of 22.5' for  the  cruciform  and 45' for the mowing  models,  since maximum 
rolllng  moments  occur  close  to  these r o l l  angles.  !The rolling moments 
are  considerably  larger  and  opposite in sign f o r  the momwing as compared 
to  the  cruciform  arrangement with the same body.  The dihedral effect is 
positive f o r  the monowing and  negative f o r  the  cruciform  arrangement. 
For the  cruciform  arrangement,  the  model  with  the  longer  nose  (BzW3) had 
larger  rolling  moments  than  the m o d e l  with  the  shorter  nose (BIWs). %is 
indicates  that long noses or forebodies  extending in front of the ~ n g s  
are  undesirable  if  induced ro l l ing  moments  are  to  be  minimized. 

- 

Comparisons of Theoretical and Ex-perimental 
Force and Moment  Characteristics 

In this  section of the  report,  theoretical  methods  of  estimating  the 
aerodynaznic  characteristics of missile  configurations  employing wings of 
very low aspect  ratio  are  assessed  by  comparing  computed  results  with 
experimental  data. All comparisons  =e  presented in figures 15 and 16 and 
are  discussed  in  the followin@; paragraphs. 

Body alone.- For  the  body  alone (B1), the  lift  and drag were coquted 
by the crossflow theory of Allen  (ref. 3). In this theory  the  lift  by 
slender-body  potential  theory  is  added  to an additional  crossflow  lift 
attributed  to  the  separation  effects of viscosity.  Basically  it  is  assumed 
that  the  flow  over a body  can be resolved  into two components, namely, a 
flow perpendicular  to  the  b.ody axis and a flow pasallel  to  it. The ~Lscous 
crossflow  is  considered  to  be  independent of the axial flow and to be that 
of  the  steady flow past a circular  cylinder. Although this  procedure has 
been  shown  experimentally  to  be only approximate (ref. 7), the method ha! 
provided a considerable  improvement  at  high  angles of attack  over  the m e  
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of potential  theory. The lift f o r  body BI, computed by AUen's method,  
i s  in quite good agreement with experfment. (See figs. 15(a) and 16(a).> 

In  computing the drag characteristics,  the zero-lift drag w a s  taken 
as the sum af the skin-frictian and pressure drag. Either completely 
ladnar (ref .  8) o r  completely  turbulent  (ref. 9) flat-plate s a - f r i c t i o n  
drag has been assumed. m e  pressure drag was dete-ed from reference 10, 
having been originally computed by the m e t h o d  of characteristics. For the 
body at angle of attack,  the drag r i s e  determfned by Allen*s method has 
been added to  the zero-lif t  foredrag fo r  ccmrparison with experiment. T!ae 
agreement between theory and experiment is good. . 

For simplicity, comparisons of theory with experiment for   the  body 
alone me omi-f; ted.from the pitching-moment and center-&-pressure  plots 
of figures 15 and 16. It was found that the center-&-pressure  positions 
computed by Allen's method are between 1/2 and 1 body diameter forward af 
the experimental  positions. A more detailed discussion of the  calculation 
of body characteristics  by the use of various methods ia presented in  
reference 7. 

Body with cruciform wings of trlangula3. plan form.- The interference 
theory of Hielsen  (see e-g . ,  ref. 2) has been used Iri calcuht lng  the 
aerodynamic characteristics for the missiles having triangular w h g s  of 
low aspect  ratio.  This theory  applies  for slender and nonslender  configu- 
rations and supplies  interference  factors  to  be  applied  to --alone and 
body-alone data. In applying Nielsen's m e t h o d ,  the most reliable  values 
of body-alone and wing-alone lift and pitching moment should be used. 
The adequacy of this theory f o r  use in cmguthg  force and moment char- 
ac te r i s t i c s   fo r  many configurations employing wfngs of higher aspect   ra t io  
than those reported herefn has been  demonstrated  previously. 

The comparisons of theory w2th experiment are shown iu figures 15 
and 16. For all of the computed C ~ E ,  experinlent& bdy-alone da-ba have 
been used 19 canjunction with wfng-alone results from either mea?? theory, 
Brown and Michael vortex theory ( ref .  ll), or from available  experiment. 
The missile Mft coefficients computed using the theory of Brown and 
Michael fo r  the wings are  overestimated at  all angles of attack. This i s  
expected  since the theory of Brown and Michael overestimates wing-alone 
l M t .  Generally, the Characteristics cozqputed by using both  experimental 
body-alone and wing-alone resu l t s   me in the best agreement with the 
experimental  results (These  comparisons, however, are lhited because 
experimental wing-alone data were available d y  f o r  the wings of aspect 
r a t i o  3/8 and 1.) 

The drag characteristics a t  z e r o  angle of a t tack were estimated by 
adding the skin-friction drag for   the entire surface  to  the body pressure 
drag. The pressure drag fo r  these highly swept  thFn wings was  s m a l l  
enough in c o q a r i s m  with other components  of drag t o  be neglected. 
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The  comparisans  shown  in  figures 1.5 and 16 indicate  the  need  far 
further  investigaticq i n t o  the  prediction of aerodynamic  characteristics 
for wings of low aspect  ratio and miseiles  employing wings of low aspect 
ratio.  The  development of an additional  wing-body  interf'erence  method 
appears  to  be  desirable.  Because of the  complicated  nature of the flow, 
as  discussed Fn the following section, an improved  method  probably will 
have  to  account for the  effects of body and wing vortices  and  their 
interactions. - - . .  - . _ .  

Visual  Observations of Flow Over Models 

To supplement  the  force  and  moment  results  with  studies  that.aid  in 
giving a physical  representation  of  the flow, vapor-screen and china-clay 
tests  were  made for the  body  alone (B1) and in combination  with triangular 
wings. Vapor-screen- and china-clay  photographs of the  madels  tested at 
Mach  number 3.3 are pesented in figure-s 17 and 18. As mentioned  pre- 
viously,  the  vapor-screen  pictures  were  taken  with a camera  mounted  inside 
the  tuilnel  just  downstream  of  the  models. The china-clay  pict-mes of the 
models  were  taken  immediately following tunnel  shutdown. 

Vapor-screen  results.- In the vapor-scSeep-photagraphs of figure s 

lT(a),  vortices  shed from the  bodies and wings of-the models  at a = l5O 
are  shown  at  various - length  positions ( x )  along the  body axis.  The  growth 
in  size of the  regions  of  vorticity  with  distance  downstream can be cleqly 
seen. For the  body  alone, .a. symmetric& pair of v&tices  develop from the 
nose.  These  vortices-  appear  to  increase in size and move-away from the 
body  with  travel  downstream. (For a more  detailed  study of the  vortex 
paths  and f l o w  field about a body  of  revolution,  the  reader  is  referred 
to ref. 12.) For the  body  uith  the  triangular cruciform w i n g s  at cp = Oo, 
the  body  vortices  are  still  clearly  defined  at x = 5d. Rearward of this 
position,  however,  the  body  vortices  tend  to  coalesce with the wing vor- 
tices, so that  at  the  tail  position (x = 9.63d) only one  large  region of 
vorticity  is  observed  above  each  horizontal wing pariel. It is fnteresting 
to  note  that  these  regions  of  vorticity  flatten  out  and  decrease in height 
above  the horiznntal  wings as  the  aspect  ratio  increases. For example, 
compare  the  vortex regions at the  tail  of  model  BIWl(aspect  ratio of 3/32) 
with  those  at  the  tail  of  model  BlWs(aspect  ratio of 1). 

In the  vapor-screen  photograph of figure 17(b), the  effect of angle 
of  attack on the  vortex  regions is indicated. It is  seen  that  the  sizes of 
the  vortex  regions  above  the wings greatly  increase with increase  in a 
from loo to l9O. It is  interesting  to  note  that,  in  addition  to  the  large 
regions  of  vorticity on top of the wings, there are  indications of smal l  
vortices  located  under  the  wings and near  the  body.  (See, e.g., BIWS  at 
a = 19'). These smaller  vortices  probably  originate  at  the  forward 



--body  juncture.  Evidence of their  existence and origin  is also visible 
from  the  china-clay  results.-  (See  the  bottom  views of BIW~ and BIW, in 
figure 18.) 

patterns for model %W& can  be  observed for a ' s  of 15O and 1go. As 
this  model  (having a monow3ng  of aspect  ratio 1) is banked  from cp = 00 
to cp = -22.5O, the  left King vortex region moves  away from the left body 
vortex. This body  vortex  remains in about  the same position  as  it wauld 
for  the  body  alone. If as air-breathing  engine or a vertical fin were to 
be  mouited  directly  above  the  body in what would  normally  appear  to  be a 
vortex-free  region  at q, = Oo, it would move  into  the path of this body 
vortex if the  missile  were  banked  to cp = -22.5O. 

In figures  l7(c) and 17(d)  the  effect of angle of bank on the  vortex 

In almast all of the  photographs of figure 17 there  appear  to  be  wake 
shock  waves similar to those  indicated in reference 12. These shock waves 
which come  from  the vortex regions apparently  are formed when the cross- 
f low ~ a c h  n-er (win a) exceeds  about 0.5. 

China-clay  results.-  Separation and vortex  regions  for  models B1, 
B1W3, and BIW, determined  by  the  china-clay  technique  are s h m  in  the 
photographs of figure 18. Top,  side, and bottom views for  the models at 
an angle of attack of 15O  are presented.  The  bottom of body B l  was 
all white,  and no picture of this view  was  taken. 

For  the  body alone the  regions aP flow separation  are clearly defined. 
The f l o w  first  separates on the  top of the body at the  nose  vertex,  and 
then  the  separation  region moves around the body toward the  windward  side 
with  travel  downstream.  Evidence of the  two  sJnmnetrical  body  vortices 
observed in the vapor screen can be s e e n  on the top of the  body. (Note 
the  two  almost.parallel  black  lines which appear  to  originate  at  about 
the  nose-cylinder  Juncture.) 

With  the  triangular  cruciform wln@;s attached  to the body,  the  pattern 
over  the afterbdy is considerably changed. It appea3.s  that  the  two  body 
vortices  become  lntegrated with the  vorticity from the wlngs as  previously 
indicated by the  vapor-screen  results.  The markings under the Wings, when 
considered  together  with  the  vapor-screen  results,  indicate  separation and 
formation of additional  vortices.  It is interesting  to note that  evidence 
of upwash also is  observed on the  afterbodies  rea;rwa3d of the  traiLing 
edges of the Wngs. 

Aerodynamic  characteristics of configura.tions erqloying wings of very 
low aspect  ratio  have  been measured for Mach numbers of 1.97 and 3.33 at a 
Reynolds  nmiber of 9 a @ .  An asaLysfs of the  results has led to the 
f oxlowing COnCl~ians : 
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1. Even for  missiles  using  very s m a l l  wings, the  llft  advantage of 
winged  compared  to  wFngless  mlssiles is appreciable. 

2. In general,  shifts  in  center  of  pressure  for  the winged missiles 
with changes in mgle of attack,  angle  of  bank, and Mach  number  are small, 
so that  the  problems of stability and control  are  simplified. 

c 

3 .  Large  drag  penalties will. not be  incurred  by  blunting  the  leading 
edges of the highly swept  wings  to  alleviate.aerodynamic  heating. 

4. For the  configurations  having wing plan  forms  of  equal  area, 
changes  in  plan-f orm shape  and span have  important  effect an the U f t  and 
drag at  Mach  number 1.97 but  little  effect  at  Mach  number 3.33. At both 
Mach numbers,  the  center-&-pressure  positions  -ire  significantly inf'lu- 
enced  by  changes in plan-form  shape,  these  positions  varying almoet 
linearly  with  changes in centroid  of  missile plm-form area. 

5 .  Increases in lift and  decreases in drag result from increasing 
nose  fineness  ratio  (forebody  length).  However,  these  advantages  are  Bane- 
what  offset by greater  induced rolling moments  caused  by  the  use of the 
longer  noses  and  forebodies. 

6 .  For the  cruciform  arrangement, small loss of lift and  little - 
change in center of pressure  results frcm changing  the bank angle from zero 
( as predicted by slender-body  theory),  whereas  for  the m o n a r i n g  arrange- 
ment  there  is  large loss of lift and appreciable  center-of-pressure move- 
merit. M a x i m  rolling  moments are a l s o  considerably  smaller for the  cru- 
ciform  than  for  the  monaring  arrangement. 

* 

7. The aercdynamic  characteristics  can  be  estimated  only f a i r l y  well 
by  present  wing-body  interference  theory,  and  then  only if experimental 
body-alone a d  wing-alone  values of lift and pitchin@;  moment  are used. 

Ames  Aeronautical Laboratory 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics 
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(b)  Curved leading-edge wings with body BI, (Plan-form areas of wings W,, 
w6, W,, and W, are equal.) 

(c) Canard surfaces on nose of  body BI 

Figure 1.- Hssile configurations and coordinate system. 
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(c) Pitching moment. 
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Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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( c )  Pitching moment. 
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Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) Center of pressure. 

Figure 3 .- Concluded. 
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( c )  Pitching mament. 
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Figure 4 .- Cmcluded. 
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0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) L i f t .  

Figure 5.- Effect of variations in wing plan-form shape on aerodynamic 
characteristics of missiles having e q d  plan-form weas; & = 3.33. 
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Drag coefficlsnt, CD 

(b) Drag. 

Figure 5.- Continued 
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Angle of attack, a ,  dag 

(d) C e n t e r  of pressure. 

Figure 5 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Effects at' change of body nose and VLng blmkeee on aerdyndc characteristics of a 
miss i le  employing a mowing  of aspect  ratio 1; = 1.97. 
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0 ( c )  Pitching moment .  

0 4 8 12 16 

Angle o f  attack, a ,  deg 

(a) center af pressure. 

Figure 6 .- Concluded. 
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0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 28 32 
Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) L i f t .  

F Tgure 7.- Effect of change of body nose.on aerodynamic character is t ics  
of a missile having cruciform wings of aspec t   ra t io  3/8; = 3.33. 
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(b) Drag. 
Figure 7.- Contlnud. 
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0 ( c )  itching moment. 

Angle of attock, a, deg 

(d ) Center of pressure. 

Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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( c )  Pitching m o m e n t .  
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. .  

Angle of attack, a, deg 

(d ) Center of' pressure. 

Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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-0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 32 

Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) L i f t .  

Figure 9.- Effects of can& and t a i l  surfaces 011 aerodynamic chmacter- 
istics of a missile employing a wing of aspect r a t i o  3!8; M, = 3.33. 
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Angle o f  attack, E ,  deg 

(d) C e n t e r  of pressure. 

Figure 9 .- Concluded. 



Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) L i f t .  

F i g r e  10.- Effect--of angle of bank on aerodynamic  characteristics of 
missiles having cruciform wings; M, = 3.33. 
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Figure 10.- Continued. 
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Unflogged symbols for +=Ow 
Flogged symbols for 9.22.5. 

A 0 ( c )  Pitching moment. 
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(d) Center of pressme. 

Figure 10 .- ContFnued. 
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(e) Side force. 

Angle of attack, a, dag 

(f ) Yawing moment. 

Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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4 

Angle of at   tack,  a, deg 

(a) L u t .  

Figure 11.- Effect of angle of bank on aerodNamic Wac te r i s t i c s  of 
missiles employing cruciform and monowing (aspect ratio 3 / 8 )  
arrangements; , & = 3.33.  . " . .  .- 
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Angle ot attack,  (I, deg 

(a) Center of pressure. 

Figure 11.- Continued. 
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(f ) Y a u i n g  moment. 

Figure 1l.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Hfect of arrangement on mlling nmcents; I$,, = 3.33. 
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Figure 14.- Varlatim of center of pressure vlth centroid of plan-form area for  ndssfles 
havlng wings of equal. plan-form area. 
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Wing-body Interference theory (wlth exparimentol body dato used), ref. 2 "- Unear theory urad for wing oione 
"" Exparlmentai data urad for wing alone 
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Angle of attack, a, deg 

(a) C e n t e r  of pressure. 

Ffgure 15. - Concluded. 
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Figure 16.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental aerodynamic aharacterlstics; & = 3.33. 
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Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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Figure 17.- Vaporscreen photographs of models at Mach number 3.3. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Flgura f7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 18.- China-clay  photographs of models at  Mach number 3.3; 0 = 1 5 O ,  +=09 * 8 P 
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Figure 18.- Continued. 
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Figure 18.- Concluded. 


